
Results:
For the case study I, 23/3468 and for case study II, 14/3481
SNDS variables were selected based on an optimal balance
between variance explained and using the ReliefExp algorithm.
We trained four models using different classification algo-
rithms on the training data set. The Linear Discriminant
Analysis model performed best in both case studies. The
models were assessed on the test datasets and achieved a
specificity of 67% and a sensitivity of 62% in case study I, and
a specificity of 97 % and sensitivity of 100% in case study II.
The case study II model was applied to the SNDS and
estimated the prevalence of type 1 diabetes in 2016 in France of
0.3% and for type 2, 4.4%. The case study model I was not
applied to the SNDS.
Conclusions:
The case study II model to estimate the prevalence of type 1/2
diabetes has good performance and will be used in routine
surveillance. The case study I model to identify new cases of
diabetes showed a poor performance due to missing necessary
information on determinants of diabetes and will need to be
improved for further research.
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Background:
Our aim was to test the usefulness of a new tool to monitor
NCD. We evaluated a composite indicator, the ratio of
hospitalizations vs mortality rates (HMR), by assessing its
capacity of identifying additional variability among regions. In
this communication, we present the analysis corresponding to
ischemic heart disease as an example.
Methods:
We used the Hospital Morbidity Survey and the Death
Statistics for Spain in 2016, both provided by the National
Institute of Statistics, to calculate age-adjusted hospitalisation
and mortality rates for ischemic heart disease for men and
women in all 52 provinces of Spain. Subsequently, we
computed HMR, the ratio of the age-adjusted of hospital
morbidity and mortality rates. The correlation and linear
adjustment between provincial mortality and morbidity rates,
as well as mortality and HMR, were also estimated by sex.
Results:
The rate of hospital admissions for ischemic heart disease in
Spain was 407 per 100,000 in men and 129.4 in women. The
mortality rate was 93.1 per 100,000 in men and 40.3 in
women. In both sexes, the highest morbidity and mortality
rates were observed in the south of Spain. Pearson correlation
between morbidity and mortality rates were 0.53 (p < 0.01) in
men and 0.75 (p < 0.05) in women. HMR showed a different
spatial pattern with important variability. In men the average
ratio was 4.3, with a range of 2.8 (Tenerife) to 7.1 (Melilla); in
women the average was 3.2 with a range between1.7 (Zamora
and Tenerife) and 4.7 (Barcelona), and in both sexes very high
ratios were found in Catalonia’s provinces. Association
between mortality rate and HMR showed a negative correla-
tion in both men (-0.39; p < 0.01) and women (-0.24;
p < 0.05).
Conclusions:
HMR is a composite indicator that provides complementary
information regarding the individual analysis of hospital
morbidity and mortality rates. HMR of ischemic heart disease
shows an important geographical variability and an inverse
association with mortality.
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Background:
To combine health information and environmental health
determinants is key, for epidemiological monitoring and
health risk studies but its integration represents a challenge
that requires specific expertise. An example of a potentially
useful source of significant environmental data relevant for
health is the European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register
(E-PRTR), which allows estimating exposure to industrial
pollution. Our aim was to develop an easy-to-use tool that
allows to perform a screening suggesting the presence/absence
of excess risk of a disease linked to residential proximity to
industrial pollution.
Methods:
En-risk: java interactive tool was developed to merge E-PRTR
information and municipal mortality/morbidity data, to
perform an exploratory spatial analysis of association between
them by type of industrial facility using distance as proxy of
exposure. The application needs cartography of the country
and a database of the annual observed deaths (mortality) or
cases (morbidity) and population broken down by age groups
and sex per municipality. With this it calculates the expected
number of deaths, the distance from the municipal centroids
to the industrial location (classifying municipalities as exposed
or not exposed), and perform the statistical analyses.
Municipal lung cancer deaths (2005-2009) in Spain provided
by the National Institute of Statistics were analyzed with this
application as an example.
Results:
En-risk gives a table of Relative Risk of mortality/morbidity
due to exposure to industrial pollution by industrial sector and
sex. The analysis in lung cancer deaths showed an excess of
mortality associated to proximity to several industrial sectors.
Conclusions:
En-risk facilitates the study of the relationship between
industrial pollution and health around Europe. It can be
used by public health services to identify health problems.
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Issue/problem:
Interoperability is paramount when reusing health data from
multiple data sources and becomes vital when the scope is
cross-national. We aimed at piloting interoperability solutions
building on three case studies relevant to population health
research.
Interoperability lies on four pillars; so: a) Legal frame (i.e.,
compliance with the GDPR, privacy- and security-by-design,
and ethical standards); b) Organizational structure (e.g.,
availability and access to digital health data and governance
of health information systems); c) Semantic developments
(e.g., existence of metadata, availability of standards, data
quality issues, coherence between data models and research
purposes); and, d) Technical environment (e.g., how well
documented are data processes, which are the dependencies
linked to software components or alignment to standards).
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